Remote work
productivity
measurement
– Intelligent Process Discovery tool

Intelligent Process Discovery (IPD Lite) brings visibility
to utilization of software tools and remote office
workforce capacity

IPD LITE FEATURES:
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Log Tracker tool installed
on employee workstations
to monitor daily activities.

Predefined working
time breakdown report
provided to team leaders
with information on staff
engagement, applications
used and sites visited.

3
The information gathered
can be used to make
tactical interventions,
support staff, and redirect
work based on capacity.
.

NEW CHALLENGES

Remote working brings
new challenges
for the employee
and employer

Business continuity must
be maintained across
virtual teams

KEY FACTS
• Until recently, remote office
work has been an infrequent
practice for most people.
It has suddenly become
the “new normal”.
• As organizations adjust, there
is a need to maintain business
continuity and for team leaders
to stay connected to their
people and their work.
• The IPD Lite tool can be
installed quickly on user
workstations, and provide
information back to the remote
team leaders with regards
utilization and capacity of their
people and the software they
use.

Performance challenges
need to be quickly
identified and understood
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HOW WE CAN HELP
The Intelligent Process Discovery (IPD) tool is tailored to your organization’s specific
needs.
As the situation is dynamic, we offer you a prompt
implementation of the tool. This can be done remotely
within up to 5 business dawys.
The subsequent stage is to analyze and present the
available data on a daily basis (under a 30-day free
license).
The tool will provide you with employee capacity data
gathered using user login information.

Performance analytics help allocate projects and tasks
The user-friendly (Power BI) dashboard delivers data
in real time
IPD implementation increases engagement
and motivation in remote work environment
Additionally, EY can support change management
process as needed, and identify future improvement
opportunities

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

NO INTEGRATION NEEDED

QUICK IMPLEMENTATION

No data access required – the tool integrates with any ERP
system and gathers comprehensive data with no need for user
involvement.

Quick installation and quick access to data – basic
measurement data available within 1-2 days following
implementation.

REQUIRED PARAMETERS*

> 50 workstations
in scope

A network drive

One virtual machine/
User Desktop/Laptop

SQL Server Database

PowerBI Reporting
Service license

TOOL GUIDE

Productivity data

Time spent on particular applications

* A detailed specification to be provided at the Client’s request.
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory
services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and
confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We
develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all
of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better
working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization and/or one or more of the member
firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate
legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information about
how EY collects and uses personal data and a description of the rights
individuals have under data protection legislation are available via
ey.com/pl/pl/home/privacy.
For more information about our organization, please visit ey.com.
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